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Eighteen Years In Publication
PROPHECY

Prophecy, given in the Bible for the latter days, is nearly all fulfilled by events now taking place in the world.

Most prophecies, being given out by today's prophets, fail to come true. One of the greatest prophecies, outside of the Bible, were those given by Mother Shipton.

Mother Shipton was born in England, at a town named Knaresborough, in Yorkshire, in 1486. Her prophecies were first printed in England in 1641 and are in the British Museum.

Before Columbus came to America she predicted "In a land that is now unknown, gold shall be found and shown". Gold was found in America and shown and caused a gold rush in Sacramento, California in 1848. She then predicted two other things about America that were not known in England. (England had never seen potatoes, or tobacco).

"Over a wild and stormy sea,
Shall a noble sail, (Sir Walter Raleigh)
Who to find, will not fail,
A new and fair countree,
From whence he will bring
A herb and a root (Tobacco and Potato)
That all men shall suit,
And please both the ploughman and king,
And let them take no more than measure;
Both shall have the even pleasure,
In the belly and the brain".

Then she went on into modern inventions.

"Iron in the water shall float,
As easily as a wooden boat. (Steamships)
Through hills man shall ride,
And no horse be at his side. (Jeeps, Tanks, Motorbikes)
Carriages without horses shall go, (Automobiles)
And accidents fill the world with woe,
Around the world thoughts shall fly,
In the twinkling of an eye, (Radio, Telegraph)
Under water men shall walk, (Divers) 
Shall ride, shall sleep, shall talk, (Submarines) 
In the air men shall be seen. 
In white, in black, in green. (Airplanes) 
Fire and water shall more wonders do. (Steam engines) 
England shall at last admit a Jew, 
The Jew that was held in scorn 
Shall of a Christian be born, and born. 
Women will dress like men and trousers wear, 
And cut off all their locks of hair. 
They will ride astride with brazen brow, 
And love shall die, and marriage cease, 
And nations wane and babes decrease, 
And wives shall fondle cats and dogs, 
And men shall live much as hogs, 
Just for food and lust. 
When pictures look alive, with movements free, (Movies) 
When ships, like fishes, swim beneath the sea, 
When men, outstripping birds, can soar the sky, (Jets) 
Then half the world, deep drenched in blood, 
Shall die. 
And Adams make shall be disputed (Darwin) 
And Roman faith shall be uprooted (Ecumenical Council) 
And England turn around. (Abandoned U.S. for European Common Market)

Taxes for blood and for war 
Will come to every door. (How True) 
A house of glass shall come to pass 
In England — but alas! (Crystal Palace burned in 1938) 
War will follow with the work 
In the land of the Pagan and the Turk (World War II) 
And State and State in fierce strife 
Will seek each others life. 
And when the North Shall divide the South, 
An Eagle shall build in the Lions mouth". (U.S. Eagle, built bases in England, the Lion)

A headstone stands in England near Clifton, and carries this epitaph in Mother Shiptons memory.

Here lies she who never ly'd, 
Whose skill often has been try'd; 
Her prophecies shall still survive, 
And ever keep her name alive.

When one realizes that Mother Shipton made these prophecies over 480 years ago, it is amazing how accurate they are.
Andrew Jackson Davis, in 1843 prophesied, "Instead of the present gallery-looking cars, there will be spacious saloons, almost portable dwellings, moving with such speed that there will be advertisements reading - 'Through to California in four days'. (Trailers and Campers)

Look out about those days for carriages (Cars) and traveling saloons (Trailers) on country roads - sans horse, sans steam, sans any visible motive power, moving with greater speed and safety than at present. Carriages (Cars) will be moved by a simple mixture of aqueous and atmospheric gases (Gasoline and air mixed in the carburetor) - so easily condensed, so easily ignited, (Spark plugs) and so imparted by a machine somewhat resembling our engines, as to be entirely concealed between the forward wheels. The first requisite for these land locomotives will be good roads, (Freeways) upon which, with your engine, without your horses, you may travel with great rapidity.

This power will not only move the locomotive on its rails (Diesel) and the carriage on the country road, but aerial cars also, which will move through the sky from country to country; (Airlines) and their beautiful influence will produce a universal brotherhood of acquaintance".

These prophecies made 127 years ago also proved true. Andrew Jackson Davis wrote a book, "Principles of Nature" while in his teens and it was printed through 34 editions. He is credited with founding the Spiritualist Church.

The nations of the world have built a massive machine of destruction. Russia is evacuating the populations of the towns on the coast of the Baltic Sea, for a predicted massive tidal wave in 1973. Is this predicted on a geophysical change - or the destruction of submerged atomic submarines?

I predict everyone should be making preparations for a massive emergency.
THE POWER OF "THE WORD"

This is the same title we used in an article in the October issue of the "Proceedings" in 1956. We have brought it out again because one of our readers suggested it and a lot has been learned since 1956. Our reader suggested that we ask all of our "Proceedings" readers to take part in an effort to get enough money to complete the "Integratron".

Those of you who want to work this formula, with us, may do so voluntarily. We are setting the starting date for this combined effort on October 1, 1972 between 6 P.M. and Midnight.

You start thinking "I hope they get enough money to complete the "Integratron" anytime between 6 P.M. and Midnight. Then, the following morning between 6 A.M. and Noon, you say verbally aloud several times, "I hope they never get the money to finish the "Integratron". This thought for, and words against, must continue every day for 28 days. Then all activity on the formula ceases and you forget about it. This places the desire for in the negative forces by thought, and activates the positive forces by the denial in words at the time of the earth's rotation when these opposite polarities are predominant.

This is the formula given in the Bible in Matthew 5:37, where it says, "But let your communication be, Yea, Yea; Nay, Nay: for whatsoever is more than these cometh of evil".

Since your brain operates at 8 cycles per second, the same as the waves of energy in space, the resonance will reach other brains in many people.

If the reception by anyone is experienced, they will have a momentary inspiration to act. Failure to act at the time of the inspiration will permit the urge to dwindle away. All thoughts to give are the result of cosmic inspiration. All thoughts to get are the expression of self. This is the choice God gave man to decide. Thoughts, or words, without action to fulfill are worthless.
NEW BOOK

The new book with the working title of "The Stars Look Down" has been changed to the title of, "Christ and the Cosmonauts".

This title change was made on July 30, 1972, with the signing of the contract to publish the book. The title change was recommended by the publishers for sales reasons.

The publishers are George Bennett Hosirish Publications, of Beverly Hills, California. They are working on world-wide distribution. The book should be available in the next 90 days.

Since some of our new readers have inquired about the background of Mr. Van Tassel, we print the following as it will appear in the new book.

"George W. Van Tassel was born in Jefferson, Ohio, in 1910. In 1930, after three years of early airline experience, he came to California and was employed by Douglas Aircraft Company in a variety of responsible positions. He left Douglas in 1941 and became the personal flight-test inspector for Howard Hughes in testing of experimental aircraft. In 1943 he became flight-safety inspector on Constellation aircraft for Lockheed Aircraft Corporation.

In 1947 Mr. Van Tassel, and family, moved to the Mojave Desert and started the operation of Giant Rock Airport, 17 miles North of Yucca Valley, California. He still operates the airport and is starting his 25th year there as this is written.

In 1953 Mr. Van Tassel founded a science-religious philosophy and donated 10 acres of land for its activities. This organization was incorporated in 1958 as "The Ministry of Universal Wisdom" with a branch, "The College of Universal Wisdom" for scientific research.

Constructed on the ten acre College property is an Observatory dome; an Office and Utility building; and a 4 story high machine called the "Integratron".
The "Integratron", designed by Mr. Van Tassel, is a high voltage electro-static magnetic generator. It is a people-size follow-up on bench research that started in 1935. It is designed for the purpose of charging the cell structure of people to re-energize the elderly and stop the ageing process in young adults. The "Integratron" is 83% completed and it is supported financially by private contributions.

Mr. Van Tassel has given 265 lectures, and appeared on 394 radio and television shows over the past 19 years. He is honored in several biographical societies and is listed in "Personalities Of The West And Midwest" for 1969 to 1973. He is selected as one of three thousand out of 80 million people for this award. Mr. Van Tassel has been selected, in England, to appear in a new biographical book entitled, "The 2000 Most Important Men In The World". He was honored on the 18th of February, 1972, with the presentation of the United States Marine Corp bronze plaque, by Brig. General Paul G. Graham, at the Twentynine Palms Marine Base, in California.

George Van Tassel is the father of 3 daughters, and has 13 grandchildren. He has been married 40 years and his wife, Eva, operates the restaurant at Giant Rock Airport.

Designer, author, inventor, lecturer, radio and television personality, and airport operator. Being successful in every undertaking throughout his life qualifies him in experience, beyond the level of average acceptance as an authority on varied subjects.

He has written a periodical, mailed world-wide, for 20 years and this is his fourth book. He is President, Chairman of the Board of Directors, and Director of Research for the corporation he founded.

THE "INTEGRATRON"

Progress on the "Integratron" has been very slow, due to extreme heat in the hottest Summer we have seen in 24 years here. Five sets of jets to drive the armature are being welded and something is being gained every day, in spite of insufficient funds to complete this giant machine.
The Kings Chamber, in the Giza Pyramid, was built into the solid limestone structure as the levels of stone went upward. The floor and all four walls of the Kings Chamber are of granite.

The ceiling is composed of 9 beams of granite running North and South. Then there is an air space several feet high and another layer, of 8 beams. Going upward there is another air space, and granite layer, of 9 beams. Then another air space, and 9 more beams; then another air space topped by 8 beams. Above this top layer of beams is an air space topped by huge limestone blocks sloped like a gable roof.

The strange part of these five layers of beams is that only the top layer rests on limestone. The four lower layers rest on granite at the ends. Each of these 45 beams weigh more than 50 tons and came from 500 miles away, near Aswan. Piled on top of the Kings Chamber is a vertical pressure of 200 feet of limestone.

Granite is surrounded by a piezo-electric aura due to the matrix of quartz crystals, mica, and feldspar. The Egyptians called granite "spiritual rock" because of this aura. When the Great Pyramid was built, the all granite Kings Chamber was engineered into it for a definite purpose. With the weight of thousands of tons of limestone on this all-granite chamber, the piezo-electric aura emitted into the chamber must saturate the air with a highly charged ionization. The five layers of granite beams, and five layers of air between the layers of beams, must form a capacitor of permanent charge.

Limestone is mostly calcium carbonate. It is possible that this piezo-electric effect assimilated calcium from the limestone and impregnated it into bodies in the Kings Chamber, at the same time removing the water from the body. The moisture would thus be dissipated and the dead body preserved indefinitely as it absorbed the calcium carbonate from which we make cement today.

The Kings Chamber maintains a constant temperature of 68° regardless of outside temperature extremes.
Checking the reactions of the area inside of small test pyramids, leads us to believe that these small pyramids could be installed in hospitals and dental offices to sterilize instruments and keep them sharp. It appears that germs cannot live inside of the pyramid and we know it will keep razor blades sharp.

To find out more about this fantastic structure, the following books can be ordered from any major book store.

Adam Rutherford's four books, Volume 1 ($5.00); Volume 2 ($6.00); Volume 3 ($12.00); and Volume 4 ($10.00). These books are available from "The Institute of Pyramidology", 13 Station Road, Harpenden, Hertfordshire, Great Briton.

"Secrets of the Great Pyramid" by Peter Tompkins, is available in most city book stores; and "The Great Pyramid", by D. Davidson, which is difficult to find. If you can locate one of these for under $50.00, you are lucky.

Your editor still has hopes of one day making the trip to Cairo, and running some tests that have not been done yet at the Great Pyramid.

Please, do not write to us for any of these books.

FRONT PAGE

The picture on the front page of this issue, is of the Marine Corps bronze plaque, presented to George W. Van Tassel by Brig. General Paul G. Graham, of the United States Marine Corp, on February 18, 1972.

The presentation was preceded by cocktails, and dinner, at the Twentynine Palms, California, Marine Base, in the Officers Club.

A lecture, by Mr. Van Tassel, and question and answer period followed the dinner. The lecture invitation, and dinner, was arranged by Colonel A.B. Clark, Chief of Staff.

The motto- "Semper Fidelis" on the plaque is Latin for "Always Faithful". We want to thank General Graham, and Colonel Clark for this honor.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The Board of Directors of The Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc., in a special meeting of June 17, 1972, accepted the resignation of Nathan Councilman, Mary Councilman, Herbert Kelley, and Olive Kelley, with regrets.

These people who contributed so much, over the years, will remain very close friends.

At the Special Meeting, action was taken to change the number of Directors from nine to five; and a quorum to be three instead of five.

The present Board of Directors are:

George W. Van Tassel
Darlene J. Wing
Elsie Jacobsen
Eva Van Tassel
Sandra Boone

Operations, the "Proceedings", and all functions will continue as before. W. Paul Wilson remains as scientific consultant and Leo Lefebvre as an associate director. Work on the "Integratron" will proceed as fast as the income permits.

PERMANENT RECOGNITION

Any individual who contributes a gift to "The College of Universal Wisdom" of $100.00, or more, will have their name stamped on an individual brass plate which will be visible around the base curb of the "Integratron". Their name will also be listed behind glass on the front of the office building. Each additional $100.00 gift, by anyone whose name is already listed, will be marked by an asterisk behind their name in the cabinet on the front of the office.
Picture of the 64 "dirods" inside of the "Integratron", now ready for assembly on the armature outside.

Again we want to thank our readers who have responded to the inspiration to keep this project going.
WHY?

Why doesn't the Federal Communications Commission clamp down on the television commercials that mislead and misrepresent by implication?

Why doesn't Health, Education and Welfare clamp down on the television commercials that do not advertise, but create psychological hypnosis in many homes, in order to sell their products, by describing symptoms that their drugs might relieve?

Why don't the television networks and stations set standards whereby they can refuse to transmit the idiotic closeups of ugly faces in television commercials?

Why do large, well established industries allow their products to be presented, in television commercials, in loud voices, showing people as lacking in education and intelligence?

Why are drugs allowed to be advertised in television commercials that do more damage than cigarettes ever did?

Why do the Food and Drug Administration, and the Department of Agriculture, permit television commercials to continue to advertise products that they have described as misrepresented, ineffective, or dangerous? WHY?

BOOK

The book "Religion and Science Merged" may be ordered directly from the Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc. The address is on the back page of this issue of the "Proceedings". The donation is $3.50 postpaid.
ANTI-FREEZE CONTROL

We are reprinting part of the article we printed in the "Proceedings" of May, 1955, due to many requests for this information. This installation will prevent freezing of citrus, or other fruit trees, within the area of its activity.

There are seven #10 bare copper wires, running radially out underground from a 32 foot pipe mast. The pipe mast tapers up with reducers from 2 inch diameter, through 1 1/8 inch diameter, to 1 inch in diameter at the top. Three plywood disks 12 inches in diameter rest on each of the reducers. Each plywood disk has seven equidistant holes for the wires to run through. At the top disk the seven wires are wrapped once around the edge at each hole, and extend outward 4 inches parallel to the ground. Each wire points parallel radially, back to its own other end underground. The mast, which is 32 feet above the ground level, sets in a 3 foot depth of concrete. The wires run through the concrete and loop back up outside the concrete to a depth below the surface that will permit a plow, or any cultivation equipment, to pass over them.

Each of the seven wires extend radially underground to a distance not to exceed 144 feet from the mast. At this distance they are wrapped around a 1 inch diameter by 5 inches long alnico 5 magnet.

The magnet sets inclined toward the mast at 45 degrees to the surface of the ground. It is also buried below cultivation equipment level.

These magnets are made up and coated with one-eighth inch of plastic to hold the windings in place and prevent rusting. The magnets are set polarized to the North magnetic pole parallel to the lines of magnetic force.

The temperature inside of the control area reads just as low on a thermometer as the temperature outside of the control area, yet the fruit on the tree does not freeze.

Put free energy to work, save money and stop your smudge contribution to the smoggy condition that is a disgrace to California.